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EGULAR readers of this column will be aware that

one of my biggest bugbears is the issue of

‘inequality of arms’ in racing’s disciplinary matters.

I have long been concerned about the fairness of a system

where those threatened with the loss of their livelihood are

unable to respond properly to allegations and ultimately

defend themselves in proceedings raised against them because

of a lack of financial means.

When the Klarion subjected BHA chairman Steve Harman

to our questions this time last year, we asked whether, in the

wake of Christopher Quinlan’s comments on the matter in his

integrity review to the effect that the BHA’s disciplinary

functions required to be discharged in accordance with the

principles of natural justice, plans were afoot to deal with the

issue, he replied that ‘we are looking at ways to address this.’

I took it, rather cynically at the time, that he was brushing the

question aside, but, when I saw the BHA’s press release on

December 13 to the effect that pro bono legal advice is now

available to participants subject to disciplinary proceedings, I

was both surprised and delighted.

Perception

The press release included a comment from Catherine

Beloff, Director of Legal and Governance at the BHA which

was music to my ears. “It is of vital importance”, she states,

“that there is no perception of an ‘inequality of arms’ when

participants are subject to a disciplinary procedure.”

Fantastic!

Or is it? I read further, and began to collect some

reservations together. It started with Catherine’s next

sentence, where she explains this advice will be available “for

a fraction of what the cost would be otherwise.” Maybe pro

bono doesn’t mean what I think it does, but as long as the

fraction is, say, 1/1000 I can live with that.

This led me to look at the notes on the release. As I’ve read

the Quinlan Review and know of its recommendations here, I

clicked on the last note, which offered me ‘more information

about Sport Resolutions’.

I was enlightened to the extent that the ‘pro bono advice’

will be provided by Sports Resolutions (SR), the independent,

not-for-profit, dispute resolution service for UK sport. I

clicked on the ‘Our Services’ tab; under pro bono legal

advice, I learned that SR ‘provides a list of experienced sports

lawyers who may be willing to assist individuals of limited

financial means before..tribunals’. It goes on to state that..

‘Whilst we hold the list and may put individuals in touch with

relevant legal advisors if requested, Sport Resolutions takes

no responsibility for any advice given or arrangement made

between an individual and a legal advisor.’

I was confused by this, so I clicked on the ‘Terms of

Reference’ button on that page. The document which

appeared, last reviewed in August 2017, told me two

interesting things. Firstly, it states that ‘a Panel member need

only consider a request for pro bono assistance – there is no

compulsion on the part of any Panel member to accept any

pro bono request’; and secondly, Panel members are not

required to make any fixed time commitment ‘beyond making

reasonable efforts to be available to offer pro bono advice and

assistance when asked to do so’. This doesn’t sound like the

kind of service those referred for disciplinary action require.

Perplexed by the uncertainty of whether effective advice

will be available to everyone who needs it, I switched my

focus to SR’s website (www.sportresolutions.co.uk). What

would that say about this new arrangement with the BHA, I

wondered? It didn’t take long to find out – nothing at all.

What I did see in their news feed, however, was a link to their

2016/2017 Annual Report.

nother click revealed the report in all its glory. I

scanned the 24 pages, and could find no reference to

the BHA whatsoever. Comically, however, I

couldn’t help note that one of the members of SR’s National

Anti-Doping Panel was one Matthew Lohn. Now, where have

I heard that name before?  

It will be interesting to see how this arrangement works in

practice. Fingers crossed it will prove more robust than it

seems.
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’VE always liked Hayley Turner, OBE, and not just

because we share the same birthday, though

fortunately for Hayley not the same birth date! It

must have been frustrating for her to fall foul of the BHA’s

rules on betting when failing to close her betting account

after resuming riding.

I think a suspension of three months was a reasonable

disposal for the case. Her breach of Rule (D) 53 probably

was the result of an oversight, or a failure to stop and think

about all the consequences of her resumption of race-riding.

What surprised me, however, was Matt Chapman’s

contribution to the debate over the penalty. ITV’s betting

reporter sees himself as the champion of the punter, and

one would have expected him to understand the need to ban

a jockey convicted of betting. After all, the range of

penalties under this rule is a disqualification of 3 months to

10 years.

Yet Matt tweeted: “No need to ban Hayley Turner for

three months. A pointless ban that is no deterrent to a real

wrongdoer.” Strange.
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